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Calibration of a spinner anemometer for yaw
misalignment measurements
T. F. Pedersen, G. Demurtas and F. Zahle
Technical University of Denmark, Frederiksborgvej 399, PO Box 49, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark
ABSTRACT
The spinner anemometer is an instrument for yaw misalignment measurements without the drawbacks of instruments
mounted on the nacelle top. The spinner anemometer uses a non-linear conversion algorithm that converts the measured
wind speeds by three sonic sensors on the spinner to horizontal wind speed, yaw misalignment and flow inclination angle.
The conversion algorithm utilizes two constants that are specific to the spinner and blade root design and to the mounting
positions of the sonic sensors on the spinner. One constant, k2, mainly affects the measurement of flow angles, while the
other constant, k1, mainly affects the measurement of wind speed. The ratio between the two constants, k˛ D k2=k1,
however, only affects the measurement of flow angles. The calibration of k˛ is thus a basic calibration of the spinner
anemometer.
Theoretical background for the non-linear calibration is derived from the generic spinner anemometer conversion algo-
rithm. Five different methods were evaluated for calibration of a spinner anemometer on a 500 kW wind turbine. The first
three methods used rotor yaw direction as reference angular, while the wind turbine, was yawed in and out of the wind. The
fourth method used a hub height met-mast wind vane as reference. The fifth method used computational fluid dynamics
simulations. Method 1 utilizing yawing of the wind turbine in and out of the wind in stopped condition was the pre-
ferred method for calibration of k˛ . The uncertainty of the yaw misalignment calibration was found to be 10%, giving an
uncertainty of 1ı at a yaw misalignment of 10ı. © 2014 The Authors. Wind Energy published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
F1 calibration factor converting k1,d to k1
F2 calibration factor converting k1,d to k1
F˛ calibration factor converting k˛,d to k˛
k1 algorithm and calibration constant mainly related to wind speed measurements
k1,d default algorithm constant mainly related to wind speed measurements
k2 algorithm constant mainly related to angular measurements
k2,d default algorithm constant mainly related to angular measurements
k˛ angular measurement calibration constant equal to k2=k1
k˛,d default angular measurement calibration constant equal to k2,d=k1,d
U wind speed vector modulus
Uhor horizontal wind speed (calibrated)
Uhor,d horizontal wind speed (measured with k1,d and k2,d)
Uhor,d,c horizontal wind speed (calibrated with correct k˛ but not correct k1)
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Ux,n horizontal wind speed component along nacelle x-axis
Uy,n horizontal wind speed component transversal to shaft axis
Uz,n vertical wind speed component
V1 wind speed along sonic sensor path 1
V2 wind speed along sonic sensor path 2
V3 wind speed along sonic sensor path 3
Vave average wind speed of sonic sensors
˛ wind inflow angle relative to the shaft axis
ˇ flow inclination angle relative to horizontal (positive when upwards)
 yaw misalignment defined as wind direction minus turbine yaw direction
ref reference yaw misalignment (calculated as mast wind direction minus wind turbine yaw direction)
ı shaft tilt angle
 rotor azimuth position (equal to zero when sonic sensor 1 is at top position, positive clockwise seen from the
front of the wind turbine)
 spinner azimuth position of flow stagnation point (relative to sonic sensor 1)
dir wind direction measured at the met mast, referred to geographical north
dir,10 10 min average of dir
yaw yaw direction of the wind turbine nacelle, measured by the yaw position sensor
yaw,10 10 min average of yaw.
dir mean wind direction during the calibration test, referred to the yaw position sensor
1. INTRODUCTION
A challenge in wind turbine design is how to achieve an accurate and cheap measurement of the wind that flows into
the wind turbine rotor. An accurate knowledge of the incoming wind is important in order to regulate yaw and pitch for
optimized power, without being jeopardized by higher rotor loads or noise. Nacelle anemometry is used in wind turbine
yaw control to measure wind speed and wind direction by cup anemometers and wind vanes or 2D sonic anemometers,
mounted on top of the nacelle. Nacelle-mounted sensors are, however, influenced significantly by flow distortion from
blade root sections and by a range of other sources, see the work of Frandsen et al.1 Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
calculations confirm the sensitivity to flow distortion on the turbine nacelles.2 The flow distortion is normally corrected for
in the control systems, often based on a wind speed dependent function. However, mounting and adjustments of the wind
sensors might introduce large yaw misalignments if not made with high precision in mounting, adjustment and calibration.
Variations in the flow inclination angle due to terrain slope or swirl of wakes of other wind turbines may also influence on
the efficiency of nacelle-based wind direction sensors. Inefficient yaw misalignment measurements lead to loss of energy.3
An alternative to nacelle anemometry is spinner anemometry,4 which measures yaw misalignment without offset or
mounting and alignment errors. This type of wind sensor utilizes sonic sensor technology; the same technology used on
2D sonic anemometers on nacelles today. The spinner anemometer integrates three surface mounted 1D sonic sensors
(Figure 1) with the spinner of a wind turbine and utilizes the flow over the spinner. The three 1D sonic sensors detect direc-
Figure 1. A 1D sonic sensor normally mounted from the inside of the spinner.
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Figure 2. A spinner anemometer with three sonic sensors.
tional wind speeds in three positions over the spinner surface, while the wind component due to rotation is out-compensated
as the sonic sensor paths are perpendicular to the velocity component due to rotation (Figure 2).
In axial flow with the flow stagnation point directly on the nose centre, all sonic sensors measure the same wind speed.
In skew air flow, the stagnation point moves away from the nose. A sonic sensor closer to the stagnation point experiences
reduced wind speed, while a sensor further away experiences increased wind speed. This results in a sinusoidal variation
in wind speed seen by each sonic sensor during rotation.
The spinner anemometer includes an algorithm to transform the wind speeds measured by the three sonic sensors to
horizontal wind speed, yaw misalignment and flow inclination angle.5 The algorithm utilizes two spinner anemometer
constants, k1 and k2. These are specific to the design of the spinner and blade roots and the mounting of the sonic sen-
sors on the spinner. The two constants must be calibrated in order to measure the wind accurately at the spinner. The
constants are considered to represent free wind speed measurements when the wind turbine is stopped and the rotor is
pointing into the wind. During operation, the measurements represent the wind at the spinner as it is disturbed by the
induced wind speed due to the rotor, and this will cause measurements at the spinner to deviate from free wind measure-
ments. If the induced wind speed is known, then corrections can be made to convert wind conditions at the spinner to free
wind conditions.
When default constants, k1,d and k2,d, are inserted in the spinner anemometer box, the spinner anemometer can still
measure wind speed, yaw misalignment and flow inclination angle in the same way a cup anemometer can measure wind
speed without applying the calibration constants on beforehand. In this case, the measurements must be corrected with the
right calibration constants after measurements have been made. For a spinner anemometer with a non-linear conversion
algorithm, this correction is more complicated than for a cup anemometer. However, if the spinner anemometer is calibrated
in the sequence—internal calibration, calibration for angular measurements, calibration of wind speed—then measured
wind speeds can be converted linearly, like for cup anemometers. Calibration for angular measurements is thus an important
calibration in the calibration chain, not just for yaw misalignment and flow inclination angle measurements but also for
wind speed measurements. This article will focus on the correct calibration for angular measurements when the influence
of the non-linear conversion algorithm is taken into account. A practical example that includes and evaluates different
methods is provided.
2. THE SPINNER ANEMOMETER CONVERSION ALGORITHM
The spinner anemometer conversion algorithm5 transforms the measured wind speeds of the three sonic sensors to the
horizontal wind speed, the yaw misalignment and the flow inclination angle. The algorithm is revisited here for the overall
understanding of the measurement principle and for clarification of the transformations back and forth, which are used in
the calibration data analysis to derive the correct calibration factor. We first set up a coordinate system.
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2.1. Coordinate systems
The coordinate systems for transforming the spinner anemometer parameters from the rotating spinner to the fixed nacelle
are shown in Figure 3. The inflow angle ˛, which is not directly shown, is the angle between the shaft axis and the vector of
the inflow wind speed U. The yaw misalignment  is defined as the wind direction minus the yaw direction (equation (1)).
 D dir  yaw (1)
2.2. Generic spinner anemometer wind speed relations
The basic spinner anemometer measurements consist of the three sonic sensor wind speeds V1, V2 and V3, and the rotor
azimuth position . The azimuth position is derived from accelerometers, mounted in each foot of the sonic sensors. The
generic equations that relate these measurements to the vector wind speed U, the inflow angle relative to the shaft axis ˛
and the azimuth position of the flow stagnation point on the spinner  are, as derived in the work of Pedersen,4 as follows:
V1 D U.k1 cos ˛  k2 sin ˛ cos / (2)
V2 D U

k1 cos ˛  k2 sin ˛ cos

  2
3

(3)
V3 D U

k1 cos ˛  k2 sin ˛ cos

  4
3

(4)
The generic equations include the two spinner anemometer algorithm constants k1 and k2.
2.3. Transformation from sonic sensor measurements to spinner anemometer parameters
The sonic sensor wind speeds V1, V2 and V3 and the rotor azimuth position  measurements are converted (Figure 4) to the
spinner anemometer output parameters, horizontal wind speed Uhor , yaw misalignment  and flow inclination angle ˇ, in
a number of steps.
Figure 3. Coordinate systems and definition of angles: rotating spinner coordinate system

x0s, y
0
s , z
0
s

, non-rotating shaft coordinate
system .xs, ys, zs/, fixed nacelle coordinate system .xn, yn, zn/, yaw direction yaw , yaw misalignment  , flow inclination angle ˇ ,
tilt angle ı , azimuth position of flow stagnation point on spinner  (relative to sonic sensor 1), rotor azimuth position  (position of
sonic sensor 1 relative to vertical). (a) Side view, (b) top view and (c) front view along the shaft axis.
Figure 4. Direct transformation from sonic sensor wind speed to spinner anemometer parameters.
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The first step in the transformation relates the sonic sensor wind speeds to the vector wind speed U, the inflow angle
relative to the shaft axis ˛ and the azimuth position of the flow stagnation point  in the rotating spinner coordinate system
of Figure 3. The inflow angle relative to the rotor axis is
˛ D arctan
 
k1
p
3.V1  Vave/2 C .V2  V3/2p
3k2Vave
!
(5)
where the average of the sonic sensor wind speeds is
Vave D 13 .V1 C V2 C V3/ (6)
The module of the vector wind speed is
U D Vave
k1 cos ˛
(7)
And the flow stagnation azimuth position is*
 D arctan

V2  V3p
3.V1  Vave/

C  (8)
The second step transforms the parameters in the spinner coordinate system to three wind speed components in the
non-rotating shaft coordinate system. The wind speed component along the xs-axis is
Ux,s D U cos ˛ (9)
The combined wind speed component perpendicular to the xs-axis is
U˛ D U sin ˛ (10)
The wind speed component along the ys-axis is
Uy,s D U˛ sin. C / (11)
where  is the measured rotor azimuth position. The wind speed component along the zs-axis is
Uz,s D U˛cos. C / (12)
The third step transforms the three wind components in the non-rotating shaft coordinate system to three wind speed
components in a fixed nacelle coordinate system, where the yn-axis is horizontal and parallel with the ys-axis, the xn-axis
is horizontal and the zn-axis is vertical, and ı is the shaft tilt angle.
Ux D Ux,s cos ı C Uz,s sin ı (13)
Uy D Uy,s (14)
Uz D Uz,s cos ı  Ux,s sin ı (15)
With the fourth and last step, these wind speed components, similar to a standard 3D sonic anemometer, are transformed
to the spinner anemometer output parameters. The horizontal wind speed is
Uhor D
q
U2x C U2y (16)
The yaw misalignment:
 D arctan

Uy
Ux

(17)
And the flow inclination angle:
ˇ D arctan

Uz
Uhor

(18)
*Because of the properties of the arctangent function (which is the inverse of the tangent only in the first and fourth quadrant), we use
the computed function ‘atan2’, which is available in most programming languages, in all equations. This function takes all quadrants into
account, including the singularity where the denominator is equal to zero. The C is necessary to make the position of the stagnation
point consistent with the sign of the velocity components along the axis ys and zs.
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2.4. Transformation from spinner anemometer parameters back to sonic sensor
wind speeds
In order to correct measured spinner anemometer data with calibrated spinner anemometer constants, it is necessary to
reverse the spinner anemometer algorithm. This inverse transformation to the sensor path speeds is presented in Figure 5.
A special consideration of the rotor position  has to be given because the rotor position is not an output parameter of the
spinner anemometer.
The first step of the inverse transformation transforms the spinner anemometer output parameters Uhor,  and ˇ to the
sonic sensor wind speed components Ux, Uy and Uz in the nacelle coordinate system:
Ux D Uhor cos  (19)
Uy D Uhor sin  (20)
Uz D Uhor tan ˇ (21)
The second inverse step transforms the wind speed components in the nacelle coordinate system to wind speed
components in the shaft coordinate system:
Ux,s D Ux cos ı  Uz sin ı (22)
Uy,s D Uy (23)
Uz,s D Ux sin ı C Uz cos ı (24)
The third inverse step transforms the wind speed components in the shaft coordinate system to wind parameters in the
spinner coordinate system. The rotor azimuth position is not important for transformations back and forth and can be set
equal to zero. The vector wind speed and the inflow angle to the shaft are:
U D
q
U2x,s C U2y,s C U2z,s (25)
U˛ D
q
U2y,s C U2z,s (26)
˛ D arctan

U˛
Ux,s

(27)
And now, using the rotor azimuth position to find the flow stagnation azimuth position,
 D arctan
Uy,s
Uz,s

  C  (28)
Finally, the fourth inverse step transforms the wind parameters in the spinner coordinate system to the sonic sensor wind
speeds:
V1 D U .k1 cos ˛  k2 sin ˛ cos / (29)
V2 D U

k1 cos ˛  k2 sin ˛ cos

  2
3

(30)
V3 D U

k1 cos ˛  k2 sin ˛ cos

  4
3

(31)
Figure 5. Inverse transformation, from spinner anemometer parameters to sonic sensors wind speeds.
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3. CORRECTION FACTORS FOR CORRECTION OF SPINNER
ANEMOMETER CONSTANTS
In the calibration process, correction factors (denoted by F) are multiplied to the default constants k1,d and k2,d that are
inserted into the spinner anemometer box before calibration to obtain the calibrated k1 and k2 constants:
k1 D F1k1,d (32)
k2 D F2k2,d (33)
In calibration for angular measurements, the calibration factor F˛ D F2=F1 is determined. F˛ is used to set k2 equal to
k2 D F˛k2,d (34)
while k1 D k1,d is kept constant. The k2 value shall be set in the spinner anemometer box as soon as the calibration for
angular measurements have been made. The spinner anemometer should be operated with default calibration constants only
for a minimum of time required to collect measurements needed for determination of F˛ .
The correction factors are derived by combining the generic spinner anemometer wind speed relations. Firstly,
equations (2) and (3) are rewritten with respect to U and equalled, and ˛ is extracted:
tan ˛ D sin ˛
cos ˛
D k1
k2
V2  V1
V2 cos   V1 cos

  23
 (35)
As seen, the measured inflow angle depends on the position of the stagnation point  , the wind speed at the sonic sensor
paths (V1 and V2), and the ratio between the two spinner anemometer constants, which is now, for convenience, defined as
k˛ D k2k1 (36)
Then,
˛ D arctan
0
@ V2  V1
k˛

V2 cos   V1 cos

  23

1
A (37)
It is now clear that the angular measurement is only dependent on k˛ . It is thus only necessary to calibrate this value
for correct measurements of yaw misalignment and flow inclination angle. We can now introduce the correction factor that
relates the constants to the situations before and after the calibration. Some of the variables are not affected by the calibra-
tion, while others are. For those affected by the calibration, the subscript d is used to reference default conditions before
calibration. The measurements of wind speed in the sensor paths are not affected by a calibration. Therefore, V1, V2, V3
before and after calibration are unchanged, and the position of the stagnation point  is unchanged (equation (8)).
The inflow angle ˛, calculated by the spinner anemometer algorithm, is affected by the calibration. Using equation (37)
and extracting k˛ for conditions before and after calibration, we get
before calibration,
k˛,d D V2  V1
tan ˛d

V2 cos   V1 cos

  23
 (38)
after calibration,
k˛ D V2  V1
tan ˛

V2 cos   V1 cos

  23
 (39)
The correction factor for angular calibration is then
F˛ D k˛k˛,d D
tan ˛d
tan ˛
D F2
F1
D k1,dk2
k1k2,d
(40)
F˛ is seen to be independent of wind speeds. It is possible to determine F˛ by angular relations alone and then derive
the correct inflow angle ˛ relative to the shaft axis. When this angle is correct, the derived yaw misalignment and flow
inclination angles will also be calculated correctly.
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Figure 6. Application of correction factors to data measured with default calibration constants. For calibration for angular
measurements, only F1 is set equal to 1.
The calibration of k1 can be determined by considering the wind speed Ud , calculated by the spinner anemometer
algorithm before calibration, and the wind speed U after calibration. By rewriting the difference between equations (2) and
(3), we can isolate k2:
before calibration,
k2,d D V1  V2
Ud sin ˛d

cos

  23

 cos 
 (41)
after calibration,
k2 D V1  V2
Ud sin ˛

cos

  23

 cos 
 (42)
The correction factor F2 is then
F2 D k2k2,d D
Ud sin ˛d
U sin ˛
(43)
The correction factor F1 is obtained by combining equation (36) with (43):
F1 D F2F˛ D
Ud sin ˛d
U sin ˛
tan ˛
tan ˛d
D Ud cos ˛d
U cos ˛
(44)
It is seen that the correction factor F1 becomes a clean wind speed correction factor when ˛ D ˛d . This is the case when
angular calibration and insertion of the calibrated value into the spinner anemometer box (k2 D F˛k2,d while k1 D k1,d) has
been made prior to wind speed calibration. When calibration of wind speed is made, then we can insert the new corrections
in the spinner anemometer box: k1 D F1k1,d and k2 D F1k2,d .*
4. APPLICATION OF CORRECTION FACTORS ON MEASUREMENTS MADE
WITH DEFAULT SPINNER ANEMOMETER CONSTANTS
When a spinner anemometer is mounted on a spinner of a new wind turbine type, the spinner anemometer constants are
set as default constants (for example, k˛ D 1 and k1 D 1). When data are acquired with default spinner anemometer
constants, then data must be converted with the inverse and forward transformations described in Sections 2.4 and 2.3,
respectively, in that order to avoid conversion errors. This is the case for the analysis of the calibration data in order to
determine the correction factor F˛ and F1 to correct the default constants. This is also the case when measured data without
applied calibration spinner anemometer constants have to be converted to calibrated data. The measured data are corrected
completely without conversion errors by the procedure in Figure 6, which uses the conversion procedures developed in
Section 3.
For the second step, right of Figure 6, the rotor azimuth position  is not known from the spinner anemometer output
when the output mode is in ‘normal mode’ (see the manual of the Spinner anemometer6). For the further correction, the
rotor azimuth position is set equal to a constant value, for example, zero. This is only reasonable as long as the spinner
anemometer has had an internal calibration to take account of all geometric deviations in spinner and sensor paths.6 This
internal calibration assures that all three sonic sensors measure the same wind speeds during rotation, keeping the average
wind speed of the three sensors the same. In this way, we do not derive the actual measured sonic sensor wind speeds for
the actual rotor azimuth position, but the ones we derive are equivalent to the measured sonic sensor wind speeds with
respect to the conversion to calibrated spinner anemometer data. The flow stagnation azimuth position on the spinner is
under these assumptions determined from equation (28) and is correct.
*Note the suffix d is here used for conditions before wind speed calibration but after angular measurement calibration.
It is always preferred to calibrate F˛ first and correct k2 and then calibrate F1 and correct k1 and k2 in the second step before actual
measurements are made in order to minimize linearization effects.
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Figure 7. Error due to linearization of the conversion function, equation (46).
4.1. Errors due to linearization effects
The conversion in Figure 6 should be applied to the raw fast scanned data and will give correct results, also when data are
afterwards averaged over time. However, if we consider 10 min averaged data where the F˛ correction factor has not been
applied, the non-linearity of the conversion algorithm results in deviations. To get an estimate of this deviation, we consider
a simple case. We neglect the tilt angle (setting ı D 0) and assume the flow inclination angle equal to zero (setting ˇ D 0).
Then, we can derive an expression of the calibrated yaw misalignment as function of the default yaw misalignment:
˛ D arctan

1
F˛
tan ˛d

(45)
The expression of equation (45) is non-linear, which means that averaged values introduce a deviation. As an example,
the deviation of a converted default measured yaw misalignment of 10ı and a standard deviation of 5ı, and with a conver-
sion factor F˛ of 0.7 is 0.7% (converted value 14.04ı instead of 14.14ı), while the deviation is C0.3% for an F˛ value of
1.3 (converted value 7.748ı instead of 7.724ı). The deviation seems rather constant for different yaw misalignment angles
but is reduced for smaller standard deviations. The deviation increases almost exponentially with the distance of F˛ from
1.0. For many cases, this deviation is small enough to be neglected, but it should be emphasized that the deviations are
eliminated if the calibration of F˛ is made before angular measurements are made.
In case we also linearize the conversion of raw fast scanned data to reduce computational and implementation efforts,
we introduce another linearization error. When we linearize equation (45), we get
˛lin D ˛dF˛ (46)
The error in estimation of F˛ by linearization is shown in percentage in Figure 7. The error is seen to be small
for correction factors close to 1.0 and also for small yaw misalignments, while for larger yaw misalignments, the error
becomes significant.
5. CALIBRATION OF THE CORRECTION FACTOR F˛ FOR A SPINNER
ANEMOMETER ON A STALL-REGULATED 500 KW WIND TURBINE
The following example of calibration of F˛ for angular measurements uses the inverse and forward transformations from
Sections 2.4 and 2.3. A spinner anemometer is mounted on a 500 kW stall-regulated wind turbine, described by Paulsen7
(Figure 8). Two of the three sonic sensors are seen on the spinner; the one on the top indicating the sonic sensor path
in which the wind speed is measured.* After mounting of the spinner anemometer sonic sensors and the conversion box
on the spinner, the tilt angle of the rotor shaft and the default spinner anemometer constants k1,d D k2,d D 1.0 were set
in the spinner anemometer box. An internal calibration was then made according to the operation manual.6 The internal
calibration was activated and made during operation and was made in less than an hour. The internal calibration must be
made prior to the F˛ calibration to avoid uncertainties due to the rotor azimuth position and also to avoid 1P variations in
the measurements. The internal calibration is made under the precondition that all three sonic sensors measure the same
average wind speed over time.
The calibration of F˛ consists in finding the value where the yaw misalignment indicated by the spinner anemometer
effectively corresponds to the yaw misalignment of the wind turbine as defined in equation (1). The calibration can be
*Note the backwards tilting of the sonic sensor path relative to the local flow in order to avoid sensor head flow distortion.
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Figure 8. The spinner anemometer on a Nordtank 500 kW wind turbine.
made in several ways. Five methods were considered. Four of them were based on measurements, while the fifth was based
on CFD calculations. The calibrations based on measurements used the natural wind for application of a reference wind
direction. The first three methods use yawing of the stopped rotor for application of wind direction changes, while the
fourth method referenced a met-mast mounted wind vane during operation.
5.1. Calibration of F˛ method 1: forced yawing of wind turbine in stopped condition and
use of tangent relation
Calibration method 1 use data acquired during a measurement campaign where the wind turbine rotor was stopped, and
the rotor was yawed in and out of the wind (approximately ˙60ı) several times in order to gather a robust statistical
database. The rotor azimuth position was assumed not to be important because of the internal calibration. However, it is
Figure 9. Wind direction at the met mast and yaw position during calibration.
Figure 10. Wind speed at the met mast at hub height during calibration.
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found appropriate that the rotor has a vertical symmetry (one blade pointing upwards or downwards) so that one spinner
anemometer sonic sensor experiences constant wind while the other two experience variations in opposite directions.
During the calibration measurements, it is important that the wind direction is sufficiently stable (Figure 9). This is
achieved by performing the measurements at wind speeds above 6 m s1 to avoid high turbulence at low wind speeds,
Figure 11. Non-calibrated time series of spinner anemometer and reference (corrected for averagewind direction) yawmisalignment.
Figure 12. Reference and spinner anemometer data before and after calibration with method 1. (a) Non-calibrated data and (b)
calibrated data.
Figure 13. Calibrated time series of reference and spinner anemometer yaw misalignment data with method 1.
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which normally increase the variability of the wind direction. Figure 10 shows the measured wind speed on the met mast
during the calibration. The spinner anemometer data Uhor,d , d and ˇd , the rotor yaw direction yaw and the met-mast data
were sampled at 20 Hz during the measurements. The rotor yaw direction is now converted to a reference yaw misalignment
with reference to the average wind direction: ref D dir  yaw. In Figure 11, the spinner anemometer yaw misalignment
d and the reference yaw misalignment ref are plotted with time, and in Figure 12, the parameters are plotted against
each other.
In order to use the tangent relations in equation (40), the reference yaw misalignment from Figure 9 must be offset to zero
yaw misalignment with the averaged wind direction dir. This was made with a linear regression between reference yaw
misalignment data and default yaw misalignment measured by spinner anemometer. The offset was subtracted in Figures 11
and 12(a). Now, the tangent relation can be plotted, Figure 12(b), and a linear regression be made to find F˛ D 0.7141.
The calibrated yawing is shown in Figure 13.
5.2. Calibration of F˛ method 2: forced yawing of wind turbine in stopped condition and
use of minimization procedure
Calibration method 2 used the same measurement procedure and database as method 1. For a calibrated instrument, where
F˛ has been found, the slope of the linear regressed line for the reference and calibrated yaw misalignments shall be equal
to one (Figure 14(b)). This constraint is used to find the value of F˛ with a minimization function f .m/ D jm  1j, where
m is the slope of the linear regressed line of the reference and back and forth converted measured yaw misalignment data.
The minimization routine utilizes a golden section search and successive parabolic interpolation on F˛ . The back and forth
conversion follows the procedure in Figure 6. The non-calibrated data are shown in Figure 14(a), while the calibrated data
are shown in Figure 14(b), with F˛ D 0.6881.
5.3. Calibration of F˛ method 3: forced yawing of wind turbine in stopped condition and
use of direct expression
Calibration method 3 uses the same measurement procedure and database as methods 1 and 2. In method 3, F˛ is found
from a direct expression of F˛ for each measured dataset with the tangent relation, (equation (40)). The default inflow angle
to the rotor shaft axis ˛d is found from the spinner anemometer output values through combination of the transformation
equations derived in Section 3, considering also whether the default yaw misalignment d is positive or negative:
for d  0 : tan ˛d D
q
sin2 d C .cos d sin ı C tan ˇdcosı/2
cos d cos ı  tan ˇdsinı
for d < 0 : tan ˛d D 
q
sin2 d C .cos d sin ı C tan ˇdcosı/2
cos d cos ı  tan ˇdsinı
(47)
The reference inflow angles are found from the rotor yaw direction measurements and calculated with equation (48). The
reference yaw misalignment ref is determined with the inverse transformation (Section 2.4). With a good approximation,
one can set the reference flow inclination angle equal to the measured flow inclination angle with the default spinner
anemometer constants: ˇref D ˇd:
Figure 14. Reference and spinner anemometer yaw misalignment data before and after calibration with method 2. (a) Non-calibrated
data and (b) calibrated data.
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Figure 15. Method 3 yawing turbine in and out of wind in stopped condition and direct calculation of F˛ . Red line is F˛ from method
2 with the use of minimization function.
for ref  0 : tan ˛ref D
q
sin2 ref C cos.ref sin ı C tan ˇref cosı/2
cos ref cos ı  tan ˇref sinı
for ref < 0 : tan ˛ref D 
q
sin2 ref C .cos ref sin ı C tan ˇref cosı/2
cos ref cos ı  tan ˇref sinı
(48)
Although F˛ is expected to be constant for different inflow angles and wind speeds, the ratio tan ˛d= tan ˛ref of
equation (40) diverges significantly, see blue line in Figure 15. This is not appropriate for a robust determination of F˛ , and
thus, we will not present a result for this method.
5.4. Calibration of F˛ method 4: use of met mast during operation and use of
minimization procedure
Calibration method 4 utilizes a hub height wind direction measurement on a met mast together with measurement of rotor
yaw direction to determine the reference yaw misalignment,7 defined as the measured wind direction minus the rotor yaw
direction:
ref D dir,10  yaw,10 (49)
Figure 16. Method 4 calibration during operation with the use of met mast. Rotating (blue) and stopped (green).
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Figure 17. Yaw misalignment measurements during operation of the wind turbine with method 4, filtered for free wake sector and
turbulence intensity less than 10% (red lines are linear fitting with x- and y -axis, while the blue line is the average). (a) Non-calibrated
data and (b) calibrated data.
Figure 18. Yaw misalignment measurements during stopped conditions of the wind turbine with method 4, filtered for free wake
sector and turbulence intensity less than 10% (red lines are linear fitting with x- and y -axis, while the blue line is the average). (a)
Non-calibrated data and (b) calibrated data.
Because of the physical distance between the met mast and the wind turbine, it is necessary to use 10 min averaging
to ensure good correlation. This means longer time is required to acquire an appropriate database. The yaw misalignment
measured by the spinner anemometer with default constants k1 D k2 D 1 versus mast-measured reference yaw misalign-
ment is shown in Figure 16 (before filtering). The influence of the non-linearity of the spinner anemometer algorithm at
reference yaw misalignments larger than ˙45ı is clearly seen.
The measurements collected over 1 year were filtered for wind directions from 238ı to 328ı (free wake sector), for a
turbulence intensity less than 10% and temperature above 2ı to avoid icing conditions of the cup anemometer, resulting
in 245 measurements during operation and 109 in stopped condition. Figure 17(a) shows a plot of uncalibrated spinner
anemometer data during operation, while Figure 17(b) shows the corresponding calibrated data. Figure 18(b) shows a plot
of uncalibrated spinner anemometer data in stopped conditions, while Figure 18(b) shows the corresponding calibrated
data. Although filtering for a 90ı sector, the measurements are seen to cover only a small range of yaw misalignment data.
The minimization linear fitting procedure from method 2 is then used to find F˛ . The results are F˛ D 0.8646 for stopped
condition and F˛ D 0.7393 for operation.
5.5. Calibration of F˛ method 5: use of CFD during operation and stopped
Calibration method 5 uses CFD for determination of F˛ . The wind turbine rotor was modelled with the Ellipsys CFD
software,9–11 including detailed modelling of spinner, nacelle, blade roots and profiled blades. The flow was simulated for
a free wind speed of 8 m s1 and for inflow angles of 0ı, 10ı, 20ıand 30ı. For each inflow case, two simulations were
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Figure 19. Side view and front view of spinner, indicating the coordinate system used for the CFD simulations (x-axis to the left,
y -axis upwards, z-axis inwards along shaft axis).
performed, one with rotating rotor, the other with rotor stopped and blade number one pointing upwards . D 0ı/. This
gives eight test cases (rotating/stopped and four inflow angles). Tilt angle and flow inclination angles were set equal to
zero; hence, the reference yaw misalignment corresponds to the inflow angle ref D ˛ref .
The CFD simulation gives three velocity components .u, v, w/ at three points along each sonic sensor path (nine points
overall; Figure 19). For the non-rotating case, only one single rotor position was considered. For the rotating case, a full
rotor rotation was divided into 2000 steps (0.18ı each).
All the calculations consider the full rotor, with its blade profiles, over a simulation volume 10 times bigger than the rotor
diameter. The simulation of the rotating cases also takes account of the induction due to the rotor at the spinner position.
In post-processing of the data, the components u, v, w in the global coordinate system were combined to a vector velocity
U.u, v, w/. The vector of the sensor path V.x, y, z/ was calculated as the difference between the coordinates of the end
points of the path and normalized to one. The sensor path wind speed was calculated as the dot product U  V . The sensor
path wind speeds and k˛ for the rotating cases are shown in Figure 20 for 10ı, 20ı and 30ı, respectively. k˛ was calculated
with equation (5) rearranged as
k˛ D k2k1 D
p
3.V1  Vave/2 C .V2  V3/2
tan.˛ref /
p
3Vave
(50)
k˛ was expected to be independent of rotor position, but unstable dynamic effects, dependent on rotor position and inflow
angle, are seen to be pronounced, especially for greater inflow angles, as shown in Figure 20 to the right.
Figure 21 shows a summary of the nine k˛ values for the different flow calculation cases.
The highest three values in Figure 21 are rotor averaged k˛ values during rotation (black), while the points just below
(red) are k˛ values for rotor azimuth position  D 0ı of the same rotating case. The difference between the two cases (black
and red points) does not represent a trend but is purely due to the variations of k˛ over one revolution (Figure 20). The
difference between the second case (red) and the third (blue) is small for the 10ı inflow angle case, while the differences
at 20ı and 30ı are in the order of about 15%.
6. DISCUSSION
A summary of the results of the five calibration methods to find F˛ is shown in Table I.
The calibration measurements and simulations were made for both operating and stopped conditions.
Method 1 with forced yawing and high sampling rate in stopped condition is a robust procedure that is easy and fast
to perform in the field. The yaw misalignments can be forced to reasonably high values, which is also necessary because
the spreading of data due to variations in wind direction during measurements is high. The resulting calibration factor
F˛ D 0.7141 is 7% higher than for the CFD calculation at 10ı inflow angle. F˛ for higher flow angles of the CFD
calculations are somewhat smaller (up to 20%).
Method 2 using a minimization function to achieve correct slope gave a result close to method 1 (3% lower). The two
methods are quite similar. Method 2 is a little more cumbersome as a minimization, and iterative procedure is needed while
method 1 is more direct.
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Figure 20. The CFD calibration simulations during rotation, method 5, for ˛ D 10ı, 20ı and 30ı from top to bottom. Wind speeds
along sonic sensor paths to the left, averaged wind speeds in the middle and k˛ to the right.
Method 3 using the direct expression of F˛ seemed to fail to give useful results. Especially, the large variations of F˛ in
the range ˙15ı is disappointing. The singularity at 0ı was expected, but the influence in the surroundings of the singularity
is spoiling the method.
Method 4 used 10 min averages recorded during normal operation and in stopped condition. The 10 min averaging
ensures reasonably robust measurement points, but the yaw misalignment range during operation is rather small. For
stopped condition, F˛ is significantly larger than for operating condition (about 17%), and it is also significantly larger
than the value for methods 1 and 2 (about 20%).
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Figure 21. Calibration coefficient from different CFD simulation cases; rotating and averaged (black), rotating at  D 0ı (red), stopped
at  D 0ı (blue).
Figure 22. Graphic presentation of a CFD result for 8 m s1 and inflow angle ˛ref D 30ı from the right, rotor position  D 90ı
(blade 1 horizontal). (a) Wind speed in horizontal plane seen from above and (b) wind speed in vertical plane at z D 1.15.
Table I. Summary of results of calibration methods for angular measurements.
Method Test method description Analysis to determine F˛ F˛ Condition
Method 1 Forced yawing of wind turbine with Correction of data for 0.7141 Stopped
stopped rotor, acquisition of data average wind direction,
from spinner anemometer and yaw plotting data with tangent
direction at 1 Hz or faster at wind relations and linear regression
speed >6 m s1
Method 2 Same as method 1 Minimization of slope 0.6881 Stopped
function with golden search
and successive parabolic
interpolation routine using
back and forth conversions
Method 3 Same as method 1 Direct calculation of F˛ 0.6–1.0 Stopped, high scatter
Method 4 Acquisition of 10 min averaged Operation and stopped data from 0.8646 Stopped
data from spinner anemometer, yaw condition of wind turbine 0.7393 Operating
direction and met mast over analysed separately.
months long period
Method 5 Full rotor CFD simulation for Post-processing of three- 0.6637 Stopped, ˛ D 10ı, D 0ı
different inflow angles, for dimensional wind field to 0.5714 Stopped, ˛ D 20ı, D 0ı
rotating and non-rotating calculate sensor path wind 0.5871 Stopped, ˛ D 30ı, D 0ı
conditions speeds and F˛ with 0.6862 Operating, ˛ D 10ı, D 0ı
forward transformation 0.6481 Operating, ˛ D 20ı, D 0ı
0.6534 Operating, ˛ D 30ı, D 0ı
0.6827 Operating, ˛ D 10ı, D ave
0.6648 Operating, ˛ D 20ı, D ave
0.6946 Operating, ˛ D 30ı, D ave
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The difference in F˛ from stopped to operating might be due to induced wind speed from the operating and
thrust-generating rotor. The induced wind speed reduces the longitudinal component Ux, while the transversal component
Uy is the same. The effect is that the local yaw misalignment at the spinner is larger than in the far field. With a known
induction function a.U/ D .U1  U/=U1, the correction of locally measured yaw misalignment to the far field is
1 D arcsin..1  a/ sin / (51)
For a yaw misalignment measured at the spinner of 10ı and an induction factor of 10%, the yaw misalignment measured
at the far field is 9.0ı (10% lower). When a yaw misalignment at the spinner is higher during operation than when stopped,
then the F˛ value for operating condition should be higher than for stopped condition. Method 4 in Table I shows the
opposite. This is a controversy. However, the measurements in stopped condition are made during operating periods of
the wind turbine. Stopped conditions do only occur for very low wind speeds where the wind turbine stops or is idling
because of low wind conditions. The measurements for stopped conditions are thus far from the requirements in methods
1–3 of wind speeds above 6 m s1. The stopped condition measurements of method 4 should therefore be considered with
reservation. The measurements during operation comply well with the measurements in stopped condition of methods 1
and 2 considering a calculated induction factor in the range 2.5% to 7.4%, using equation (51). This level of the induction
factor is, however, lower than what should be expected. A reason for an increased uncertainty in use of method 4 is the
quite small yaw misalignment range during operation.
Method 5 with CFD simulations results in quite some variety. Figure 20 shows increasing variability of k˛ over a
rotation with increasing inflow angle. The variability pattern is without a 3P similarity. This indicates fluctuations in the
aerodynamic flow over the spinner or unsteadiness in the CFD calculations. The wind speed flow pattern in Figure 22(b)
indicates flow separation at the spinner nose at 30ı inflow angle. At lower inflow angles, Figure 20 right, the variability
is reduced. The most trustworthy calibration values with CFD for angular measurements must therefore be found in the
10ı inflow angle simulations, as this is the area where actual yaw misalignment measurements are expected. For stopped
condition, k˛ is significantly higher for 10ı inflow angle than for 20ı or 30ı. For operating condition, k˛ is 3.4% higher
for 10ı, while it is 11–13% for 20ı to 30ı.
Overall, methods 1 and 3, with quite comparable results, are in good agreement with method 4 for operating conditions,
with a calculated increase in k˛ of 3.5% for operating conditions due to induction. This is equivalent to CFD simulations
for 10ı inflow angle with an increase of 3.5% due to induction. The CFD simulations just give k˛ values about 8% lower
values than field calibrations, as seen in Table I. The reason for the lower k˛ values from CFD simulations might be due to
calculation uncertainties connected with flow separation on the spinner nose because of the pointed spinner. This might be
a disadvantage specifically on this type of spinner and might not be found on more rounded spinners.
6.1. Uncertainty of yaw misalignment measurements
Angular measurements with the spinner anemometer has some uncertainties connected to calibration as well as some other
relations. The influence of induced wind speeds raises the question whether the measured yaw misalignment is defined as
a local inflow angle at the spinner or a far field inflow angle. We find it most appropriate to define the yaw misalignment
as a local inflow angle, as well as we find it most appropriate to define the measured wind speed as a local wind speed.
The induction function, as mentioned earlier, should be used to correct the measurements to the far field. The induction
function should be found as part of the calibration of F1. This could be made according to the International Electrotechnical
Commission standard,8 as a determination of the nacelle transfer function. Defining the yaw misalignment as a local
measurement reduces the uncertainty because of a clear definition of the measurand. Calibration methods 1 and 2 are
therefore also the preferred methods.
The sonic sensors must always be zero wind calibrated, as they are from factory. A traceable wind tunnel calibration
could be made if required, but this should normally not be necessary for angular measurements because the uncertainty is
relatively low. The internal calibration must be made prior to calibration for angular measurements to smooth out variations
during each rotation, so that the rotor azimuth position during calibration yawing does not influence on the calibration.
The uncertainty related to the calibration factor F˛ with methods 1 and 2, where we have taken the non-linearity of the
spinner anemometer algorithm into account, is estimated at ˙2%, for use of either of the two methods and a linearization
uncertainty with a standard deviation of 10%. The uncertainty of the yaw direction sensor is estimated at ˙2ı. However,
the uncertainty on the linearity is estimated to be close to zero, so we do not need to take this into account. If we assume
rectangular uncertainty distributions for use of methods 1 or 2 and linearization, and combine the uncertainty components,
we get a standard uncertainty of 10% of F˛ .
The uncertainty of F˛ , and thus k˛ , provides an uncertainty of ˛ of the same order. The yaw misalignment and flow
inclination angles are directly derived from ˛ and have the same uncertainty connected to them. A spinner anemometer
that measures for example 10ı yaw misalignment, and where the standard uncertainty of F˛ is 10%, will have a standard
uncertainty on the yaw misalignment of 1ı.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In the first part, the spinner anemometer conversion algorithm that converts the measured wind speeds by the sonic sensors
to horizontal wind speed, yaw misalignment and flow inclination angle is described. The inverse conversion is derived in
order to use earlier measured wind data (measured with default constants k1 and k2) to find the calibration factor F˛ . F˛ is
used to correct the default spinner anemometer ratio k˛,d D k2,d=k1,d to the calibrated ratio k˛ D k2=k1 by k˛ D F˛k˛,d .
It was found that F˛ was the only single calibration factor that angular measurements depend on. It was further found that
calibration for angular measurements should be made after internal calibration of the spinner anemometer and before wind
speed calibration.
Five different methods for calibration of a spinner anemometer for yaw misalignment measurements were presented for
a stall-regulated 500 kW wind turbine with a spinner anemometer mounted on a pointed spinner. The first three calibration
methods 1–3 consist of stopping the turbine in a steady and low turbulent wind (>6 m s1) and yawing the turbine several
times in and out of the wind. These methods used fast-sampled measurements (20 Hz, >1 Hz). Time required was about half
an hour. Method 1 used a tangent relation with a linear regression to find F˛ D 0.7141 and was the highest recommended
method with method 2 using a minimization function and an iterative process with back and forth conversion algorithms to
find F˛ D 0.6881, following very close. Method 3 failed to give a satisfactory result.
Method 4 used 10 min average data during normal operation and standstill of the wind turbine, combined with wind
direction measurements from a met-mast upwind of the wind turbine. Data for stopped condition were found to be made
at too low wind speeds. For operation condition, we found F˛ D 0.7393. The higher value than for methods 1 and 2 was
assumed to be due to rotor induction.
Method 5 used CFD to calculate the flow over the spinner for axial and skew airflow during operating and stopped
conditions. F˛ was found directly from the calculations. The calculations for 10ı inflow angle were considered to be the
most trustworthy, deriving F˛ values approximately 8% lower than for field calibrations. The differences were considered
to be due to separation on the pointed spinner.
The influence of rotor induction increases the yaw misalignment measurements locally at the spinner compared with the
far field. We define the yaw misalignment measurements to be a local measurement; therefore recommending calibrations
by yawing the wind turbine in and out of the wind in stopped conditions and eventually using an induction function for
correction to the far field. The uncertainty connected with the calibration was found to be approximately 10%, resulting in
an uncertainty of 1ı for a 10ı yaw misalignment measurement.
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